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Mint Sawn & Honed - Project Completed by Grove Landscapes &
Gardens

Projects For Inspiration



Projects For Inspiration

Vitrified Porcelain Naranja - Project Completed by Powell
Construction Services
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Fellside Indian Sandstone - Project Completed by Hard
Landscaping
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Vitrified Porcelain Argento - Project Completed by Redferne
Landscape Ltd
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Rainbow Indian Sandstone
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Rustique Indian Sandstone
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Riven Indian Sandstone
Sandstones are an excellent paving material formed
millions of years ago from small size coloured grains

of sand and quartz which are bound together with
natural cements such as silica, and then

compressed over time into the hard stone paving
that we see today.

These 4 colours have a riven surface which is a
tradtional surface for paving, giving it a classic look.

Quartzina (Black Limestone) 14

Kota Blue Limestone 15
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Fellside (Raj Green)
 

A beautiful top grade and extremely
popular Indian Stone. Each paving

stone is unique with differing riven
profiles and tonal variations of greys

and light browns.
This is a very appealing stone with all

sides cut naturally with quarry fettled
edges into uniform sizes for ease of
laying, and creating a natural, hard
wearing, and pleasing look to your

garden.



Rustique (Sunset Buff)
 

A beautiful top grade natural stone
paving slab, calibrated to 22mm

thickness, for ease of laying, (also known
as Indian stone paving slabs, or Sunset

Buff ), when only the best will do.
This is our most popular natural stone
paving with tonal variations of warm

buffs and greys with brown hues bringing
subtle colouring and style to your garden.

All sides are cut naturally with quarry
fettled edges into uniform sizes for ease

of laying. 11



Silver Grey (Kandla Grey)
 

A beautiful top grade natural sandstone
paving slab (also known as Indian stone

paving slabs), when only the best will do.
Each paving slab is unique with tonal
variations of greys and silvers, with

differing riven profiles. 
All sides are cut naturally with quarry

fettled edges into uniform sizes for ease
of laying, and circles are also available

which can either be incorporated in the
patio squared off, or as a stand alone

feature. 12



Rosemount (Modak)
 

A beautiful top grade natural stone
paving slab (also known as Indian stone
paving slabs) when only the best will do.

Calibrated to 22mm thick for ease of
laying, each paving slab is unique with
tonal variations of warm reds, oranges
and buffs on a differing riven profile. 
All sides are cut naturally with quarry

fettled edges into uniform sizes for ease
of laying.

 
13
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Quartzina Limestone Paving
 
 

A beautiful top grade natural limestone paving slab
when only the best will do. Each paving slab is

unique with small tonal variations and a differing
surface profile of black limestone. 

All sides are machine cut smooth into uniform sizes
for ease of laying. 
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Kota Blue Limestone
 

A beautiful top grade natural limestone paving
slab when only the best will do. Each paving slab is
unique with small tonal variations and a differing

surface profile of steel blue limestone.
Similar to Silver Grey Sandstone but with a flatter

surface.
All sides are machine cut smooth into uniform

sizes for ease of laying. 
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Rainbow Sawn & Honed 17

Pure Mint White Sawn & Honed 18

Sawn & Honed Indian Sandstone
Paving

 
Diamond Sawn straight edges with a honed finish

provide a smooth and flat surface creating a
contemporary look which is suitable for any
surrounding. A honed finish is achieved by

polishing & sanding the surface using abrasives.

Buff Sawn & Honed 19



Rainbow Sawn & Honed
 

This top of the range Indian Sandstone Paving has
been diamond sawn then calibrated and honed to

leave a rich, vibrant and beautifully coloured
appearance with some surface quartzite that

sparkles in the sunshine.
Rainbow is a premium grade paving that brings the

warmth and charm of quality natural stone into
your garden. The paving edges are diamond sawn

smooth. 17
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Pure Mint White Sawn & Honed
 

This top of the range Indian Sandstone Paving has
been diamond sawn then calibrated and honed to

leave a smooth matt appearance with some surface
quartzite that sparkles in the sunshine.

Pure Mint White is a premium grade paving with
light pastel shades and subtle veining, which

provides a tasteful, refined and elegant backdrop to
any garden. If you are looking for the ultimate

contemporary patio, then Pure Mint White provides
this. The edges are diamond sawn smooth.



Buff Sawn & Honed
 

Buff Sawn & Honed (Raj smooth blend) has light
tones of greys, light browns and buffs.

This top of the range Indian Sandstone Paving has
been diamond sawn then calibrated and honed to
leave a smooth matt warm golden buff coloured

appearance with some surface quartzite that
sparkles in the sunshine. 

Buff sawn and honed is a premium grade paving
that has subtle veining, and provides a tasteful,

refined and elegant backdrop to any garden. The
edges are machine cut smooth.

Suitable inside or out.
19



Vitrified Porcelain Paving
 

Porcelain paving is manufactured with special
clays that are kiln fired to a temperature of 1400
degrees, and then ground and polished to ensure

that each tile has sharp, perfect edges. It is an
extremely high performance solution to hard

paving areas as it remains unchanged over time
and is resistant to sun, frost and is non slip (R11

standard)
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Argento
 

With it's high anti-slip properties, it is almost
impossible to differentiate Argento Porcelain Paving

outdoor tiles from natural stone. With the colours,
texture and feel that one would expect from such a

top quality product as well as it's hardwearing
properties, it is hard to find a better paving slab

solution.
It has a textured surface for skid resistance, and is

frost and UV resistant. This exceptional vitrified
porcelain is fired at 1400ºC, then rectified, and is the

best quality available in the world today.
 21



Nero
 

Build a breathtaking terrace with Nero Porcelain
Paving; its low maintenance qualities in

stunning black will enhance your surroundings
as you relax in your garden. 

In a new design for 2023, Nero is virtually
indistinguishable from natural stone, with the

colours, texture and feel that one would expect
from such a top quality product. This

exceptional vitrified porcelain is fired at 1400ºC,
then rectified, and is the best quality available in

the world today.
 22



Bianca
 

Our most popular Porcelain Paver is the beautiful
Bianca, with its light tones it's virtually

indistinguishable from real natural stone. It really
does have the colours, texture and feel of a top

quality product. It has a textured surface for skid
resistance, and it is both frost and UV resistant.

This exceptional vitrified porcelain is fired at 1400ºC,
then rectified, and is the best quality available in the

world today.
 23



Pietra 
 

 In a new design for 2023, Pietra porcelain pavers
are virtually indistinguishable from natural stone,
with the multi toned colours, texture and feel that
is identical to silver grey sandstone, They have a

textured surface for skid resistance, and also
frost and UV resistant. This exceptional vitrified
porcelain is fired at 1400ºC, then rectified, and is

the best quality available in the world today.

24



Naranja
 

Create an amazing patio that requires minimal
maintenance with this stunning porcelain paver. 
Naranja paving slabs are practically indiscernible

from real natural stone, with beautiful colours, and
a texture & feel that one would expect from such a

high quality product. A textured surface for skid
resistance, and frost and UV resistant.

This exceptional vitrified porcelain fired at 1400ºC,
then rectified, and is the best quality available in

the world today.
25



 Quartz
 

Quartz porcelain paving slabs in a new design
for 2023 are virtually indistinguishable from
natural stone, with the multi toned colours,

texture and feel of a silver sandstone. Quartz
porcelain has a textured surface for skid

resistance, and also frost and UV resistant. This
exceptional vitrified porcelain is fired at 1400ºC,

then rectified, and is the best quality available
in the world today.

26



Toscana
 

New for 2023 Porcelain Paving Toscana is
virtually indistinguishable from natural stone,

with the colours, texture and feel that one
would expect from such a top quality product.

Similar to Bianca but a little more whiter in
colour. A textured surface for skid resistance,

and frost and UV resistant. This exceptional
vitrified porcelain is fired at 1400ºC, then

rectified, and is the best quality available in
the world today. 27



Vanille
 

The popular Antique Vanille porcelain patio slabs
are virtually indistinguishable from French

Limestone, with the colours, texture and feel that
one would expect from such a top quality product.

This exceptional vitrified porcelain is fired at
1400ºC, then rectified, and is the best quality

available in the world today.
Supplied in easy to lay size 60x40 French
Limestone with authentic quarried edges

 

Gris
 

Antique Gris porcelain pavers are virtually
indistinguishable from natural stone, with the

colours, texture and feel that one would expect
from such a top quality product. This exceptional

vitrified porcelain is fired at 1400ºC, then
rectified, and is the best quality available in the

world today.
Supplied in easy to lay size 60x40 with authentic

quarried edges
 28



Sabbia
 

Antique Sabbia porcelain paving slabs are
virtually indistinguishable from French

Limestone, with the colours, texture and
feel that one would expect from such a top
quality product. This exceptional vitrified
porcelain is fired at 1400ºC, then rectified,

and is the best quality available in the world
today.

Supplied with authentic quarried edges
Benefits of porcelain paving include high

resistance to:
*Frost and extremely cold weather.

*UV Light - Fade resistant, the colour is
locked in for many years to come.

*Ultra low water absorption - Which helps
resist stains from spillages, or moisture,

which impedes moss and algae, penetrating
the surface.

*Withstands high breaking loads, over
1000kg per slab.

*Slip resistance and does not shrink, warp,
or rot.

 

29



Pepe
 

Virtually indistinguishable from French
Limestone, these porcelain patio slabs
have the colours, texture and feel that

one would expect from such a top quality
product. This exceptional vitrified
porcelain is fired at 1400ºC, then

rectified, and is the best quality available
in the world today.

Supplied with authentic quarried edges
Benefits of porcelain paving include high

resistance to:
*Frost and extremely cold weather.

*UV Light - Fade resistant, the colour is
locked in for many years to come.

*Ultra low water absorption - Which helps
resist stains from spillages, or moisture,

which impedes moss and algae,
penetrating the surface.

*Withstands high breaking loads, over
1000kg per slab.

*Slip resistance and does not shrink,
warp, or rot.

 

30
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Yorkstone Paving 32

Old Weathered Paving 33

Antique Brown Paving 34

Budget Paving 35

Concrete Paving
 

These highly popular Yorkstone Paving Slabs have
a traditional Riven face and irregular sides that are

reminiscent of authentic quarried Yorkstone.
Selected for their individual character and

coloured to replicate the natural hues of traditional
York stone, they are available in single sizes or 6.50

Sqm multi size patio packs (10 - 600x600, 10 -
600x300, 10 - 300x300mm). 



 Yorkstone Paving
 

With Yorkstone Paving Slabs each pattern has
the traditional Riven face and irregular sides,
reminiscent of authentic quarried Yorkstone.
Selected for its individual character. Available

in single sizes or 6.50 Sqm multi size patio
packs (10 - 600x600, 10 - 600x300, 10 -

300x300mm)
32



Old Weathered Paving
 

 Reminiscent of authentic quarried Yorkstone,
these paving slabs have the traditional Riven face

and irregular sides. They have been selected for
their individual character and are coloured to

appear as if they have naturally weathered over a
period of time.  Available in single sizes or Multi
size 6.50 Sqm patio packs (10 - 600x600, 10 -

600x300, 10 - 300x300mm)

33
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Antique Brown Paving
 
 

With Yorkstone Paving Slabs each pattern has
the traditional Riven face and irregular sides,
reminiscent of authentic quarried Yorkstone.
Selected for its individual character. Available

in single sizes or 6.50 Sqm multi size patio
packs (10 - 600x600, 10 - 600x300, 10 -

300x300mm)
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Budget Paving Slabs
 

 Grey basic paving slabs, suitable for
shed bases, utility areas etc
600mm x 600mm x 40mm.



Sandstone Setts, Porcelain Edging
& Circles

 
Natural Stone setts available in a riven handcut
edge,  Great for incorporating into your existing

patio, creating a cobbled driveway or simply adding
a border to your garden. 

 
Porcelain edging tiles are great for creating a

border with a modern porcelain patio, while keeping
low maintanence in mind.

 
Natural Stone Circles are 2.7m and look great when

incorporated into a patio area or on there own for an
outside dining area

36

Fellside Setts 37

Porcelain Nero Setts 200 x 100mm 38

Silver Grey 2.7m Circle 39

Fellside 2.7m Circle 40

https://www.acpaving.co.uk/path-edging/porcelain-nero-setts-200-x-100mm


Fellside Setts
 

Cobble stone setts in sizes 100x100mm. 
With a riven surface and handcut edges, fellside

setts really give a traditional finish.
These setts can be used as a border or
incorporated into the patio. They can

complement the same type of paving or use a
different type for a contrast.

 37
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Porcelain Nero Setts 200 x 100mm
Thickness: 20mm

Suitable as a border for paving or as setts
in a courtyard style.

Hardwearing, maintenance free borders
for edging porcelain paving
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Silver Grey (Kandla Grey) 2.7m Circle
 

Natural Stone Circles are 2.7m in
diameter and look great when

incorporated into a patio area or on
there own for an outside dining area.
Perfect for adding some curves and

shape into a large patio area.
With Silver Grey Each paving slab is

unique with tonal variations of greys
and silvers



Fellside (Raj Green) 2.7m Circle
 

Natural Stone Circles are 2.7m in
diameter and look great when

incorporated into a patio area or
on there own for an outside

dining area.
Perfect for adding some curves

and shape into a large patio area.
Fellside colour has tonal

variations of greys and light
browns.

40



Gravels & Aggregates
 

Transform your garden instantly with our
granites and gravels that come in a huge array

of colours and shades. Granite chippings in
either Red Granite or Green Granite can bring to
life the dullest of gardens. Our gravels such as

the popular Cotswold Buff Self Binding
Driveway Gravel is an inexpensive option to
cover pathways or drives and the chippings

settle flat and is one of the hardest limestone
gravels available in the UK.

41

York Gold 42

 Artic White Marble  43

Cornish Plum Slate 44

 Cotswold Buff 45

Cumbrian Graphite Slate 46

Highland Red Granite 47

 Monmouth Green Granite 48

Flamingo Premium 49

 Panda Premium 50

 Beach Shingle 51

https://www.acpaving.co.uk/highland-red-granite-decorative-gravel
https://www.acpaving.co.uk/monmouth-green-granite-decorative-aggregate
https://www.acpaving.co.uk/cotswold-buff-driveway-gravel
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York Gold Garden Gravel 20mm
 

York Gold Garden Gravel 20mm looks
very attractive and is our most popular

gravel for gardens. Used around the
borders of paved areas and between

paving stones, its gold, brown and
white stones make it a very hard

wearing durable gravel that is perfect
for paths, driveways and all

landscaping projects.
  Delivered to you in bulk bags with

hiab/crane offload, which can usually
be placed where you need it, in a safe
and suitable place. Please be aware of

other suppliers' delivery methods such
as offloading with a tail lift & pump

truck, as they cannot operate on
gradients, slopes, up kerbs, or onto

gravel, grass etc. This can often result
in the customer having to pay a return

delivery charge! We guarantee your
delivery will have Hiab/crane offload.

On display at our AC showsite. 
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Artic White Marble Chippings 10-
20mm

 
These stunning white marble

chippings sparkle in the sunshine and
are the purest white available in the
UK. A perfect decorative gravel for

rockeries, driveways, paths, and
borders bringing a beautiful bright

look to your garden.
  Delivered to you in bulk bags with

hiab/crane offload, which can usually
be placed where you need it, in a safe
and suitable place. Please be aware of
other suppliers terms and conditions

when they offload with a tail lift &
pump truck, as they cannot operate

on gradients, slopes, up kerbs, or onto
gravel, grass etc This can often result
in the customer having to pay a return

delivery charge! We guarantee your
delivery will have hiab/crane offload.
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Cornish Plum Slate Chippings 40mm
 

Aesthetically pleasing, Plum slate
chippings can help to provide a low

maintenance garden with a high quality
feel. This provides the benefits of less

hard work and more spare time to relax
and enjoy the environment you have

created.
The slate chippings can be added to

borders to give long lengths of ordered
colour to the garden. With its beautiful

plum colouring the contrast against any
greenery planted along the borders will

be absolutely exquisite. They are also
not too big to use around the base of
trees to make them look even more

distinguished and attractive.
An amazing quality of plum slate chips is
their incredible ability to change into a
superb dark red colour when wet which
can provide joy and spread happiness

even on the darkest, gloomiest and
greyest of days.
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Cotswold Buff - Self Binding Driveway
Gravel

 
Cotswold Buff is currently one of the

more popular gravel chippings. It is an
angular mellow cream limestone gravel

which is perfect for paths and
driveways as it compacts with use

preventing it from moving around and
spreading out. It is often referred to as

a "self binding gravel".
This top quality Cotswold Buff is one of
the hardest limestones in the UK, and

will provide a brighter/warmer feel for
any landscaping project, and is perfect

for any jobs where low prices are
important. 

 Delivered to you in bulk bags with
hiab/crane offload, which can usually
be placed where you need it in a safe

and suitable place. Please be aware of
other suppliers' terms and conditions

when they offload with a tail lift & pump
truck, as they cannot operate on

gradients, slopes, up kerbs, or onto
gravel, grass etc. We guarantee your
delivery will have hiab/crane offload.
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Cumbrian Graphite Slate Chippings
40mm

 
Cumbrian grey slate chippings are

perfect for paths, borders and
driveways, and also look good with any

surrounding features to enhance all
gardens. Sized at 40mm down, these

beautiful slate pieces create a
contemporary look and the colour

turns into a stunning black when wet,
making them perfect for ponds and

rock pools.
Delivered to you in bulk bags with

hiab/crane offload, which can usually
be placed where you need it, in a safe
and suitable place. Please be aware of
other suppliers' terms and conditions

when they offload with a tail lift &
pump truck, as they cannot operate on

gradients, slopes, up kerbs, or onto
gravel, grass etc. This can often result
in the customer having to pay a return

delivery charge! We guarantee your
delivery will have hiab/crane offload.
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Highland Red Granite Decorative
Gravel

 
The beautiful colour of this Highland
red granite is truly unique. A perfect

decorative gravel for rockeries,
driveways, paths, and borders adding

warmth and colour to your garden.
Looks even better when wet with a

rich colour that can brighten the
dullest of areas.

  Delivered to you in bulk bags with
hiab/crane offload, which can

usually be placed where you need it,
in a safe and suitable place. Please be

aware of other suppliers terms and
conditions when they offload with a
tail lift & pump truck, as they cannot

operate on gradients, slopes, up
kerbs, or onto gravel, grass etc This

can often result in the customer
having to pay a return delivery

charge! We guarantee your delivery
will have hiab/crane offload.
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Monmouth Green Granite Decorative

Aggregate
 

Monmouth green granite is an
extremely hard wearing and beautiful
granite decorative aggregate. Angular
pieces make it suitable for driveways,

paths, borders, and water features.
Stylish and refined, the perfect gravel

chipping for your garden.
 Delivered to you in bulk bags with

hiab/crane offload, which can usually
be placed where you need it in a safe

and suitable place. Please be aware of
other suppliers' delivery methods
such as offloading with a tail lift &

pump truck, as they cannot operate
on gradients, slopes, up kerbs, or onto
gravel, grass etc. This can often result
in the customer having to pay a return

delivery charge! We guarantee your
delivery will have hiab/crane offload.
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Flamingo Premium
 

This colour based on the Flamingo
colours of pink, white, peach, and

subtle blue is truly stunning . A
perfect decorative gravel for

rockeries, driveways, paths, and
borders adding warmth and colour to
your garden. Looks even better when

wet with a rich colour that can
brighten the dullest of areas.

  Delivered to you in bulk bags with
hiab/crane offload, which can usually
be placed where you need it, in a safe
and suitable place. Please be aware of
other suppliers terms and conditions

when they offload with a tail lift &
pump truck, as they cannot operate

on gradients, slopes, up kerbs, or onto
gravel, grass etc This can often result
in the customer having to pay a return

delivery charge! We guarantee your
delivery will have hiab/crane offload.
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 Panda Premium
 

 Panda, a subtle mixture of black,
white, and blues is truly stunning . A

perfect decorative gravel for
rockeries, driveways, paths, and
borders making a contemporay

modern look to your garden. Visually
even more attractive when wet, bring

life to the dullest areas
  Delivered to you in bulk bags with

hiab/crane offload, which can usually
be placed where you need it, in a safe
and suitable place. Please be aware of
other suppliers terms and conditions

when they offload with a tail lift &
pump truck, as they cannot operate

on gradients, slopes, up kerbs, or onto
gravel, grass etc This can often result
in the customer having to pay a return

delivery charge! We guarantee your
delivery will have hiab/crane offload.
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20mm – Down
Multi coloured Quartzite Gravel.

All uses

Beach Shingle Decorative Gravel
 
 

A good quality hard wearing gravel
suitable for driveways, paths, patios
and drives. Mainly browns with a few

similar colours mixed in. 
 

  Delivered to you in bulk bags with
hiab/crane offload, which can usually
be placed where you need it in a safe

and suitable place.
 Please be aware of other suppliers'

terms and conditions when they
offload with a tail lift & pump truck,

as they cannot operate on gradients,
slopes, up kerbs, or onto gravel, grass

etc.
 This can often result in the customer

having to pay a return delivery
charge! We guarantee your delivery

with hiab/crane offload.
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Glass Chippings
 

New for 2023
Coloured gravel looks stunning anywhere with vibrant
colours that create a beautiful landscape that simply

cannot be matched with any other material
These coloured glass chippings are available in six colours,
and due to a huge bulk purchase are on offer at a very low

price.

Azure Blue Glass 53

Turqouise Glass 54

Citrine Yellow Glass 55

Ruby Red Glass 56

Diamond White Glass 57

Emerald Green Glass 58
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Azure Blue Glass Aggregate
 

Glass based Azure Blue coloured gravel
provides a stunning look to your garden

that will not lose colour or fade. 
The perfect colour for water and other

artistic features, particularly when used
with other glass colours.

Was £69 now to clear @ £20 per 20kg bag
collected. Suitable for water features,

landscaping and borders. 
Size: 10-20mm

Free delivery Nationwide for orders of 20
bags or more  (Please read delivery info

before ordering)
0-10 bags -   Collect only
10-19 bags   £35 delivery

20 bags plus- Free Delivery Nationwide
(Can be a mixture of colours)

Also Glass Rocks 100-150mm approx £8
each. Free delivery 25 Rocks or more

(Phone order only)
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Turquoise Glass Stones
 

The perfect colour to conjure up sun
kissed water at the beach and for artistic

features, Turquoise glass stones provide a
stunning look to your garden that will not

lose colour or fade. 
Suitable for water features, landscaping

and borders. 
Size: 10-20mm.

 
Was £69 now to clear @ £20 per 20kg bag

collected.
 

 Free delivery Nationwide for orders of 20
bags or more  (Please read delivery info

before ordering)
 

0-10 bags -   Collect only
10-19 bags   £35 delivery

20 bags plus- Free Delivery Nationwide
(Can be a mixture of colours)

Also Glass Rocks 150-200mm approx £12
each. Free delivery 25 Rocks or more

(Phone orders only)
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Citrine Yellow Glass
 

The perfect colour to conjure up sun
kissed water at the beach and for artistic
features, Turquoise glass stones provide
a stunning look to your garden that will

not lose colour or fade. 
Suitable for water features, landscaping

and borders. 
Size: 10-20mm.

 
Was £69 now to clear @ £20 per 20kg bag

collected.
 

 Free delivery Nationwide for orders of 20
bags or more  (Please read delivery info

before ordering)
 

0-10 bags -   Collect only
10-19 bags   £35 delivery

20 bags plus- Free Delivery Nationwide
(Can be a mixture of colours)

Also Glass Rocks 150-200mm approx £12
each. Free delivery 25 Rocks or more

(Phone orders only)
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Ruby Red Glass Aggregate
 

Ruby Red coloured gravel provides a
beautiful warming colour to your garden

even in wintertime. Especially suitable
for water features, landscaping and

borders. 
Provides a stunning look to your garden

that will not lose colour or fade. 
Was £145 now to clear @ £45 per 20kg

bag collected. 
Size: 10-20mm

Free delivery Nationwide for orders of
20 bags or more (Please read delivery

info before ordering)
0-10 bags -   Collect only
10-19 bags   £35 delivery

20 bags plus- Free Delivery Nationwide
(Can be a mixture of colours)
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Diamond White Glass Aggregates

 
Diamond White Glass Aggregate provides
a dazzling sparkle to your garden even in

wintertime. 
Suitable for water features, landscaping
and borders and provides a stunning look
to your garden that will not lose colour or

fade. 
Was £69 now to clear @ £20 per 20kg bag

collected. 
Size: 10-20mm.

Free delivery Nationwide for orders of 20
bags or more (Please read delivery info

before ordering) 
0-10 bags -   Collect only
10-19 bags   £35 delivery

20 bags plus- Free Delivery Nationwide
(Can be a mixture of colours)

Also Glass Rocks 100-150mm approx £8
each. Free delivery 25 Rocks or more

(Phone order only)
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Emerald Green Glass Aggregate
 

Emerald Green glass gravel is the perfect
colour for landscaped garden features,
particularly when used with different

colours of glass chippings. Suitable for
water features, landscaping and borders. 
Provides a stunning look to your garden

that will not lose colour or fade. 
Was £69 now to clear @ £20 per 20kg bag

collected. 
Size: 10-20mm

Free delivery Nationwide for orders of 20
bags or more  (Please read delivery info

before ordering)
0-10 bags -   Collect only
10-19 bags   £35 delivery

20 bags plus- Free Delivery Nationwide
(Can be a mixture of colours)

Also Glass Rocks 150-200mm approx £12
each. Free delivery 25 Rocks or more

(Phone orders only)
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59

Jointing Compounds, Primers & Sealers
 

Using only trusted brands, with the best
reputations supplying you with the best cost

effective ways of giving that professional
finish to your patio.

Porcelain Primer 60

Porcelain Grout 61

Sika FastFix (Grey/Buff) 62

EverBuild Path & Patio Seal 63
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Pro Joint Porcelain Paving Primer 20kg
Tub

 
An ultra-high polymer and fibre modified

flexible waterproofing primer with
excellent workability and adhesion

properties. Applied in one coat for fast
application to promote adhesion and

control suction on difficult substrates
such as porcelain patio slabs, concrete,
ceramic tiles, indian sandstone paving

slabs or setts.
This powdered primer is supplied in two

10kg bags to allow the bucket to act as the
ideal mixing vessel with the simple

addition of water.
* One coat application to the underside of

the paving
* Excellent workability and adhesion

properties
* Suitable for brush or roller application

* Can be applied in low temperatures
* Suitable for internal or external use.
* 2 x 10kg bags contained within the

mixing tub.
* Tub coverage for Porcelain

approximately 25 square metres
 

https://www.acpaving.co.uk/porcelain-paving
https://www.acpaving.co.uk/porcelain-paving
https://www.acpaving.co.uk/indian-sandstone-paving
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Pro Joint Porcelain Grout - 20kg Tub
 
 

Specially formulated for use with
porcelain paving slabs, this Grey toned

grout has been developed for joint
widths 2mm - 20mm.

Ideal for internal or external use. Uses
anti-mould technology with added
silicon, this porcelain grout repells

waterfrom the surface of the grout,
while allowing vapour to pass through.

 
* Professional strength grade

 
* Developed for joint width 2-20mm

 
* Suitable for internal or external use

 
* Water and mould repellent

 
* Ready to use, two 10kg bags supplied 

in its own mixing tub.
 

Coverage: approximately 40 square
metres of paving.

Colours in stock: Buff and Grey

https://www.acpaving.co.uk/porcelain-paving
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Pave Fix Plus 15kg Buff is a simple and effective method of pointing indian sandstone patios.
Technically advanced - Pavefix Plus is a well proven product that delivers a strong, yet flexible joint that

will last for years. Resistant to frost, weed penetration, and UV light
Environmentally friendly - Made from virtually 100% natural ingredients including silica sand. Easy joint
meets all SUDS requirements, allowing natural drainage through the joint. It will not harm animal, fish or

plant life. Available in Grey or Buff
 

https://www.acpaving.co.uk/indian-sandstone-paving
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EVERBUILD PATH & PATIO SEAL
 

Is an economical solvent free acrylic coating used to seal and protect paths, patios, natural stone, 
 block paving and concrete, from the effects of sunlight, water, oil, petrol, and fungal/mould growth.

The milky solution dries to a CLEAR hard wearing water repellent film which gives a low sheen, slip
resistant finish which will reduce dirt pick up and faciliate easier cleaning.

It is safer than solvents and is not flammable, and will not harm plants and animals when used as
directed.

Seals and protects against sunlight, water, oil, petrol and mould growth.
Dries clear, low sheen, non slip finish and protection that lasts.

Light colour enhancer
Easily applied by brush or roller

Can be applied by standard low pressure garden spray, brush, mop or roller.
Contents 5 litres

 
Coverage - Will vary dependent upon surface, but as a guide 25 square metres

Ready to use.
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Delivery Information
 

All deliveries within 60 miles will be delivered with
our lorry, using hiab to offload gives you  endless
options to get the goods where you need them -

over garden fences etc.
Larger orders can also be delivered nationwide
using our lorry with hiab if needed. For smaller

orders nationwide, we use a reputable courier using
the tail lift (pallet pump truck method)

Hiab Offload 65

Pallet Pump Truck Method 66
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Deliveries normally occur between 7am and 4pm
and are normally within 5 working days from

payment of order, dependent upon the quantities
ordered and the delivery area. Very occasionally
deliveries can take a little longer due to stock or

location issues.
You will be contacted the day before the delivery of

your order. If we cannot contact you, we may still
deliver your goods. Please ensure there is adequate

space to offload by means of a hiab crane. Your
goods will be placed within 4 metres from the

delivery vehicle.
We are fully insured to offload to kerbside. If you

require the lorry to go onto private property, or lift
over walls, hedges etc, we will endeavour to meet
your wishes. However, you will be responsible for

any damages to the property, including third party
damage that may be caused during this process.
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Where the distance is more than 60miles, we may use a national courier.
These lorries deliver the majority of paving for most suppliers in the UK,

and they will probably use the tail lift method. Please ensure you are able to
take this type of delivery to kerbside only. The area to be offloaded onto

must be flat and large enough, and have adequate access for a lorry. This
method of delivery cannot be offloaded onto grass, gravel, loose ground, or
on a steep gradient. Most of the national couriers have a driver only policy,
so they often will require your assistance when offloading at your property

when using the tail lift/pump truck method. Please ensure an able bodied
person is available to help on the delivery day. Deliveries that need

returning due to access problems will incur a charge to cover this cost, as
will delays in offloading when the delivery vehicle arrives. These extra
charges will be passed on at cost from the courier. Please inspect the

goods as much as is possible for any damage on delivery. If you notice any
damage, please sign the delivery note as damaged, this will help recover

any losses through their insurance. Otherwise always sign the paperwork
from the courier with the phrase - ''UNCHECKED FOR DAMAGES'' We cannot

pursue claims for breakages if the paperwork is not correct.
 Deliveries of less than one pack may incur a split pack charge, If you refuse the goods or are unable to accept the

goods at the time, a re-delivery, or return charge will be made. These charges are set by the delivery network.
Once your delivery date is confirmed we will do our utmost to ensure delivery is on the stated day. But please do
not book any tradesmen or materials prior to your delivery, as we cannot be responsible for any costs you may

have incurred if, in the unlikely event your delivery is late.
When a next day delivery is specified, the goods must be ordered before 11am, and then they are delivered on the

next working day. Although 95% of next day deliveries arrive on time, this service is not guaranteed. In the
unlikely event your delivery is late, if you decide not to accept, return delivery charges will apply.

Although we do our utmost to deliver your goods in perfect condition, at the lowest price, please note that it is
not possible for any supplier to ship stone from overseas and then deliver to your door without the occasional

scuff/scratch marks or sometimes, some small chips to the edges. We cannot be held responsible for every small
imperfection.



AC Paving Co Ltd
 

Station Road, Ranskill, Retford, 
DN22 8LW

 
01777 817901

 
sales@acpaving.co.uk

 
www.acpaving.co.uk


